MAINE PENNY

OLAF III “THE PEACEFUL” (r. 1067-1093)

NUMISMATICS
SERPENT COLUMN
HIPPODROME
CONSTANTINOPLE (TURKEY)

SPINA
ANTIKYTHERA MECHANISM
ANTIKYTHERA YOUTH (ca. 350 BCE)

STYLISTIC DATING PARALLELS
“BAGHDAD BATTERY”
(ca. 3rdc. BCE – 3rdc. CE)

PARTHIAN EMPIRE (1stc BCE)

SASSANIAN/SASSANID
Insert copper and zink strips in each potato as shown in picture. Positive terminal of LED to copper strip in potato. Zink strip in potato to copper strip in next potato. Continue similarly. Zink strip from potato to negative terminal of LED.

Enough electricity is generated to glow an LED.

Fix or solder flexy wires to copper and zink strips.

View in dark.
TEMPLE OF HATHOR
DENDERA, EGYPT
PTOLEMAIC
SETI I
OSIRIS TEMPLE
ABYDOS
13thc BCE/
19th Dynasty

SETH
The mission of the SETI Institute is to explore, understand and explain the origin, nature and prevalence of life in the universe.

Learn more >